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Abstract

News recommendation aims to match news001
with personalized user interest. Existing meth-002
ods for news recommendation usually model003
user interest from historical clicked news with-004
out the consideration of candidate news. How-005
ever, each user usually has multiple interests,006
and it is difficult for these methods to ac-007
curately match a candidate news with a spe-008
cific user interest. In this paper, we present009
a candidate-aware user modeling method for010
personalized news recommendation, which011
can incorporate candidate news into user mod-012
eling for better matching between candidate013
news and user interest. More specifically, we014
propose a candidate-aware self-attention net-015
work that uses candidate news as guidance016
to model candidate-aware global user inter-017
est. In addition, we propose a candidate-aware018
CNN network to incorporate candidate news019
into local behavior context modeling to learn020
candidate-aware short-term user interest. Be-021
sides, we use a candidate-aware attention net-022
work to aggregate previously clicked news023
weighted by their relevance with candidate024
news to build candidate-aware user represen-025
tation. The experiments on real-world datasets026
show the effectiveness of our approach in im-027
proving news recommendation performance.028

1 Introduction029

Personalized news recommendation is a critical030

technique for online news platforms to improve031

user experience (Lin et al., 2014; Garcia Esparza032

et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2020a; Zheng et al., 2018;033

Wu et al., 2020b; Khattar et al., 2018b). Accurate034

modeling of user interest on candidate news is im-035

portant for personalized news recommendation (Ge036

et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2020b; Santosh et al., 2020;037

Wu et al., 2020c; Lee et al., 2020). Many existing038

methods first model user interests and candidate039

news content separately and then use their repre-040

sentations for interest matching (Wu et al., 2019d,e;041

Qi et al., 2020). For example, An et al. (2019) used042
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Figure 1: The matching of candidate news and user in-
terest modeled from previously clicked news.

CNN network for news content modeling and used 043

a GRU network and ID embeddings to learn user 044

interest representations from clicked news. They 045

modeled the relevance between user interests and 046

candidate news based on the dot product of their 047

representations. Wu et al. (2019a) applied attention 048

networks to learn news and user interest represen- 049

tations. They also performed dot product between 050

user interest and candidate news representations to 051

model their relevance. In these methods, user inter- 052

ests are modeled in a candidate-agnostic way. How- 053

ever, each user usually has multiple interests (Liu 054

et al., 2020b), and it may be difficult to accurately 055

match candidate news with a specific user interest 056

if candidate news is not considered in user model- 057

ing (Wang et al., 2018). 058

Our work is motivated by the following observa- 059

tions. First, users usually have multiple interests. 060

For instance, as shown in Fig. 1, we can infer that 061

the example user is interested in many different 062

fields, such as politics, music, sports, and travel, 063

from the news clicked by this user. However, a 064

candidate news usually only matches a small part 065

of user interests. For instance, the forth candidate 066

news only matches user interests in politics, and 067

it has low relevance to other interests of this user 068

like music and sports. Thus, it may be difficult to 069

accurately match the candidate news if candidate 070
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news information is not considered in user mod-071

eling. Second, local contexts of users’ news click072

behaviors are useful for inferring short-term user073

interests. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, we can074

infer the user’s recent interests on travel in Wis-075

consin from the relatedness between the 12th and076

13th news clicks. Third, long-range relatedness077

between users’ historical clicks also provides rich078

information to model long-term user interests. For079

example, we can infer the long-term user interests080

in music from the long-range relatedness between081

the 5th and 10th clicks. Thus, understanding both082

short- and long-term user interests is important for083

accurate news recommendation (An et al., 2019).084

In this paper, we propose a candidate-aware user085

modeling framework for personalized news recom-086

mendation (CAUM), which can incorporate candi-087

date news information into user modeling for ac-088

curate interest matching. We propose a candidate-089

aware self-attention network to learn candidate-090

aware global user interest representations. It uses091

candidate news representation to guide the model-092

ing of global relatedness between historical clicked093

news. In addition, we propose a candidate-aware094

CNN network to learn candidate-aware short-term095

user interest representations. It incorporates candi-096

date news information into the modeling of local097

contexts of click behaviors. Besides, we adopt098

a candidate-aware attention network to weight099

clicked news based on their relevance with can-100

didate news to learn candidate-aware user inter-101

est representation for better matching with candi-102

date news. Experimental results on two real-world103

datasets verify that CAUM can improve the perfor-104

mance of user modeling for news recommendation.105

The contribution of our paper is three-fold:106

(1) We propose a candidate-aware user modeling107

method for personalized news recommendation,108

which can incorporate candidate news into user109

modeling for accurate user and news matching.110

(2) We propose a candidate-aware self-attention111

network and a candidate-aware CNN network to in-112

fer global and short-term user interests from clicked113

news with the guidance of candidate news.114

(3) Extensive experiments on two real-world115

datasets validate the effectiveness of our method.116

2 Related Work117

Personalized news recommendation plays a criti-118

cal role in online news services to help users find119

their interested news information and is extensively120

studied over years (Konstan et al., 1997; Kompan 121

and Bieliková, 2010; Wang and Blei, 2011; Bansal 122

et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2021, 2019c; Lian et al., 123

2018; Khattar et al., 2018a). Existing personalized 124

news recommendation methods usually first model 125

user interests from historical news clicks, and then 126

model the relevance between candidate news and 127

user interests for personalized ranking. For exam- 128

ple, Okura et al. (2017) proposed to learn user inter- 129

est representation from clicked news sequence via 130

a GRU network. They proposed to model the rel- 131

evance between user interests and candidate news 132

using the inner product of their representations. 133

Wu et al. (2019e) proposed to learn user interest 134

representations from user’s clicked news with a 135

multi-head self-attention network. They also used 136

the inner product for matching user interest and 137

candidate news from their representations. In these 138

methods, user interests are modeled in a candidate- 139

agnostic manner. However, users usually have mul- 140

tiple interests and it may be difficult to accurately 141

match candidate news if candidate news informa- 142

tion is not incorporated into user modeling. Dif- 143

ferent from these methods, CAUM incorporates a 144

candidate-aware user modeling framework, which 145

can use candidate news information to guide user 146

modeling for better interest matching. 147

Only a few methods consider candidate news 148

when modeling user interests (Wang et al., 2018; 149

Zhu et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2020a). For example, 150

Wang et al. (2018) proposed to use a candidate- 151

aware attention network to model user interests by 152

selecting clicked news based on their relevance to 153

candidate news. Hu et al. (2020a) applied an LSTM 154

network to process users’ news click sequence and 155

adopted a candidate-aware attention network to 156

learn short-term user interest representations. They 157

also build long-term user interest representations 158

from a user-news interaction graph via a graph 159

network. In these methods, candidate news infor- 160

mation is only used in pooling the clicked news 161

representation sequence into a unified user interest 162

embedding via candidate-aware attention. How- 163

ever, candidate news information is not considered 164

in modeling the contexts of news click behaviors, 165

which may not be optimal for understanding user 166

interests in candidate news. Different from these 167

methods, our approach uses a candidate-aware self- 168

attention network to model candidate-aware global 169

user interests and a candidate-aware CNN network 170

to model candidate-aware short-term user interests, 171
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which can effectively evaluate user interests in can-172

didate news for accurate news recommendation.173

3 Methodology174

In this section, we first present a formal definition175

of the problem studied in this paper, then introduce176

the details of our candidate-aware user modeling177

(CAUM) approach for news recommendation.178

3.1 Problem Definition179

Given a target user u and a set of candidate news180

{nic|i = 1, 2, ...,M}, the task is to predict the181

matching score ŷi measuring user interest on each182

candidate news nic for personalized news ranking,183

where M represents the number of candidate news184

in the set. We assume that the user u has N histor-185

ical clicked news, and we denote the i-th clicked186

news of this user as ci. We assume that each news187

n contains three kinds of information, including188

news texts, news entities in news texts, and news189

topic category. We denote the i-th word in the news190

texts as wi, the i-th entity as ei, and the topic cate-191

gory as v. We denote the length of news texts as R192

and the number of entities as E.193

3.2 Candidate-aware User Modeling194

In general, users usually have multiple interests195

and a candidate news only matches a small part196

of user interests (Liu et al., 2020b). For example,197

Fig. 1 shows that the example user has multiple198

interests in different fields, including politics, mu-199

sic, sports, and travel. Besides, the first candidate200

news can match user interests in music, and it is201

irrelevant to other user interests. Thus, incorporat-202

ing candidate news information into user modeling203

has the potential to match user interests with can-204

didate news more accurately. Motivated by these205

observations, we propose a candidate-aware user206

modeling framework, which can exploit candidate207

news to guide user interests modeling. As shown208

in Fig. 2, it takes representations of user’s clicked209

news [c1, ..., cN ], and representation of candidate210

news nc as inputs, where ci is the representation211

of the i-th click (News modeling method is intro-212

duced in section 3.3.). It contains three major mod-213

ules, i.e., a candidate-aware self-attention network214

(Candi-SelfAtt), a candidate-aware CNN network215

(Candi-CNN), and a candidate-aware attention net-216

work (Candi-Att). We will introduce them in detail.217

Candi-SelfAtt: Long-range contexts of news218

clicks are usually informative for inferring global219

user interests. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, 220

the 1st click is a political news and the 5th click 221

mentions Andrew Yang who is a politician. We 222

can infer the user may be interested in political 223

news mentioning Andrew Yang from the long- 224

range relatedness between these two clicks. Be- 225

sides, long-range behavior contexts usually have 226

different importance to capture different global user 227

interests. In Fig. 1, the relatedness between the 228

1st click and 5th click can help infer user inter- 229

ests in politics while the relatedness between the 230

5th click and 10th click can help infer user inter- 231

ests in music. Thus, modeling long-range behav- 232

ior contexts with candidate news information may 233

better model global user interests to match candi- 234

date news. Motivated by these observations, we 235

propose a candidate-aware self-attention network 236

(Candi-SelfAtt), which can use candidate news in- 237

formation to guide global behavior contexts model- 238

ing. The core of Candi-SelfAtt is to adjust attention 239

weights of behavior contexts via candidate news 240

to select important ones. First, we apply multiple 241

self-attention heads (Vaswani et al., 2017) to model 242

relatedness between the i-th click and other clicks: 243

244

r̂ki,j = qT
i Wk

rcj , qi = Quci, (1) 245

where r̂ki,j denotes the attention score generated by 246

the k-th attention head, qi is the query represen- 247

tation vector of the i-th clicked news, Qu is the 248

trainable projection matrix, and Wk
r is parameters 249

of the k-th attention head. We further use candidate 250

news information as guidance to select long-range 251

contexts which are relevant to the candidate news: 252

rki,j = r̂ki,j + qT
c Wk

rcj , qc = Qcnc, (2) 253

where rki,j is the candidate-aware attention score 254

generated by the k-th self-attention head, qc is the 255

query vector of the candidate news, and Qc is a 256

trainable projection matrix. In this way, {rki,j |j = 257

1, ..., N} can encode candidate-aware long-range 258

contexts between the i-th clicked news and other 259

clicks. Then we learn contextual representation lki 260

generated by the k-th head for the i-th click: 261

lki = Wk
o

N∑
j=1

γki,jcj , γ
k
i,j =

exp(rki,j)∑N
p=1 exp(rki,p)

,

(3) 262

where γki,j is the candidate-aware self-attention 263

weight of cj generated by the k-th self-attention 264

head, and Wk
o is the projection matrix of the k-th 265
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Figure 2: Framework of our CAUM method.

self-attention head. Finally, we learn the global266

contextual representation li for the i-th click by267

contacting its representations generated by all self-268

attention heads: li = [l1i ; l2i ; ...; lKi ], where K is the269

number of self-attention heads, [·; ·] represents the270

concatenation operation. Similarly, we can learn271

the global contextual representations for all user’s272

clicked news [l1, l2, ..., lN ]. These global contex-273

tual representations of news clicks can effectively274

encode candidate-aware global user interests.275

Candi-CNN: Besides global user interests, short-276

term user interests are also important for matching277

candidate news (Hu et al., 2020a; An et al., 2019).278

Short-term user interests can usually be effectively279

modeled from local contexts between adjacent user280

behaviors (An et al., 2019). For example, as shown281

in Fig. 1, we can infer recent user interests on the282

travel in Wisconsin from local relatedness between283

12th click and 13th click. Similarly, incorporat-284

ing candidate news information into local behavior285

contexts modeling has the potential to better model286

short-term interest in candidate news. Thus, we pro-287

pose a candidate-aware CNN network, which can288

capture local contexts between adjacent clicks with289

candidate news information. We apply multiple fil-290

ters to capture the potential patterns between local291

contexts of adjacent clicks and candidate news:292

si = Wc[ci−h; ...; ci; ...; ci+h; nc], (4)293

where si represents local contextual representa- 294

tion of the i-th click, 2h + 1 is the window size 295

of the CNN network, and Wc represents param- 296

eters of filters in the Candi-CNN network. Sim- 297

ilarly, we can learn local contextual representa- 298

tions [s1, s2, ..., sN ] of all clicked news. These local 299

contextual representations of clicked news encode 300

candidate-aware short-term user interests. Then, 301

we learn unified contextual representation mi for 302

the i-th click based on the aggregation of li and si: 303

mi = Pm[si; li], where Pm is the projection matrix. 304

Candi-Att: The importance of clicked news for 305

modeling user interest in the candidate news are 306

usually different. For example, Fig. 1 shows only 307

12th click and 13th click are informative for mod- 308

eling user interests in travel, while other clicked 309

news are not. Thus, we apply a candidate-aware 310

attention network to model the importance of dif- 311

ferent clicked news based on their relevance with 312

the candidate news nc: 313

αi =
exp(Φ(mi,nc))∑N
j=1 exp(Φ(mj ,nc))

, (5) 314

where αi is the attention weight of the i-th click, 315

Φ(·, ·) denotes a two-layer dense network for rele- 316

vance measuring. We further learn the candidate- 317

aware user interest representation u by aggregat- 318

ing contextual representations of clicks: u = 319
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∑N
i=1 αimi. In this way, the candidate-aware user320

interest representation u can accurately model user321

interests for matching the candidate news nc.322

3.3 News Modeling323

We design an effective news modeling method324

based on previous works since proposing a new325

news model is not the focus of our paper. As shown326

in Fig. 2, we model news content from news in-327

formation of three views. First, we model news328

content from news texts. Motivated by Wu et al.329

(2019e), we apply a word embedding layer and a330

word multi-head self-attention (MHSA) network to331

model semantic information of news texts. Then332

we adopt a word attention network to learn text rep-333

resentation t for a news n. Second, we model news334

content from entities of news texts with the help of335

a knowledge graph. Following Liu et al. (2020a),336

we utilize an entity embedding layer to enhance337

knowledge information of the model and use an en-338

tity MHSA network to capture relatedness among339

entities. Besides, we apply an entity attention net-340

work to build entity representation e. Third, we341

also exploit news topic v to better understand news342

content. Following Wu et al. (2019a), we derive343

embedding of news topic via a topic embedding344

layer and apply a topic dense network to learn topic345

representation v. Finally we obtain news represen-346

tation n by aggregating representations of different347

news information: n = Wn[t; e; v], where Wn is348

the projection matrix.349

3.4 Interest Matching350

Based on the news modeling and candidate-aware351

user modeling method, we can learn representation352

nc of candidate news nc, and the corresponding353

candidate-aware user interest representation u. Fol-354

lowing previous works (An et al., 2019; Wu et al.,355

2019e), we calculate the matching score ŷ to mea-356

sure user interest in candidate news via the inner357

product of their representations: ŷ = nc · u. The358

matching scores are further used to rank and rec-359

ommend different candidate news.360

3.5 Model Learning361

Motivated by Wu et al. (2019d), we adopted BPR362

loss (Rendle et al., 2009) for model learning:363

L = − 1

H

H∑
i=1

log φ(ŷpi − ŷ
n
i ), (6)364

where L is the loss function, H is the size of train-365

ing dataset, φ is the sigmoid function, ŷpi and ŷni is366

MIND NewsApp
# News 161,013 1,126,508
# Users 1,000,000 50,605
# Topic Categories 18 28
Avg. # clicks of a user 24.2 19.4
Avg. # words in news title 11.78 11.90
Avg. # entities in news title 2.86 0.99

Table 1: Statistics of MIND and NewsApp.

the interest matching score of the i-th positive and 367

negative sample. We randomly sample a negative 368

sample (non-clicked news) for each positive sample 369

(clicked news) from the same news impression. 370

4 Experiment 371

4.1 Dataset and Experimental Settings 372

We conduct extensive experiments on two real- 373

world datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of 374

CAUM. The first one is MIND, a public dataset 375

constructed by user logs on Microsoft News plat- 376

form (Wu et al., 2020d). The second one is News- 377

App, consisting of user logs collected from an 378

anonymous news feeds app from January 23 to 379

April 01, 2020 (13 weeks)1. It contains 100,000 380

and 10,000 impressions randomly selected from 381

the first ten weeks to construct the training and 382

validation set, and 100,000 impressions randomly 383

selected from the last three weeks to construct the 384

test set. We use clicks before time of news impres- 385

sion to construct users’ click history. Table 1 shows 386

more detailed information on these two datasets. 387

Next, we introduce all hyper-parameters of 388

CAUM and experimental settings. For data pro- 389

cessing, we use the first 30 words and 10 entities 390

in news titles for modeling news content. Be- 391

sides, we use the most recent 50 clicked news 392

to model user interests. In CAUM, dimensions 393

of both news and user interest representations are 394

set to 400. For user modeling, Candi-SelfAtt con- 395

tains 20 attention heads, and output vectors of each 396

head are 20-dimensional. Besides, the query pro- 397

jection matrices, i.e., Qu and Qc, generate 400- 398

dimensional vectors. Candi-CNN contains 400 399

filters and window size is set to 3. Candi-Att is 400

implemented by a two-layer dense network with 401

128-dimensional hidden vectors. For news model- 402

ing, 300-dimensional glove word embeddings, 100- 403

dimensional TransE entity embeddings, and 100- 404

dimensional random topic embeddings are used for 405

initialization and fine-tuned in experiments. Word 406

1This dataset will be publicly released.
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MIND NewsApp
AUC MRR nDCG@5 nDCG@10 AUC MRR nDCG@5 nDCG@10

GRU 65.69±0.15 31.47±0.06 33.96±0.07 39.70±0.07 63.23±0.37 27.83±0.26 31.84±0.31 37.41±0.34
NAML 66.49±0.19 32.38±0.13 35.17±0.15 40.84±0.14 64.52±0.35 29.02±0.20 33.35±0.30 38.90±0.33
NPA 66.56±0.18 32.42±0.10 35.20±0.11 40.87±0.13 64.39±0.14 28.93±0.10 33.31±0.11 38.83±0.11

NRMS 68.04±0.20 33.31±0.07 36.23±0.15 41.92±0.12 65.36±0.28 29.47±0.21 33.96±0.27 39.49±0.19
LSTUR 68.36±0.22 33.30±0.11 36.30±0.16 42.00±0.14 65.18±0.23 29.28±0.21 33.71±0.23 39.28±0.22
KRED 67.73±0.13 32.87±0.11 35.81±0.13 41.43±0.15 65.45±0.14 29.56±0.09 34.11±0.11 39.65±0.12
DKN 66.32±0.18 32.13±0.14 34.86±0.13 40.47±0.18 62.86±0.37 28.00±0.23 32.12±0.29 37.68±0.28

HiFi-Ark 67.93±0.25 32.87±0.07 35.77±0.08 41.47±0.10 64.91±0.15 29.10±0.12 33.52±0.18 38.98±0.14
FIM 67.84±0.12 33.26±0.06 36.18±0.10 41.86±0.11 65.39±0.10 29.63±0.11 34.14±0.12 39.60±0.10

GNewsRec 68.36±0.22 33.41±0.10 36.36±0.13 42.01±0.14 65.31±0.22 29.40±0.14 33.92±0.16 39.48±0.16
CAUM 70.04±0.08 34.71±0.08 37.89±0.07 43.57±0.07 66.44±0.07 30.07±0.10 34.69±0.12 40.23±0.10

Table 2: Performance of different methods on MIND and NewsApp datasets. T-test on these results verify that
performance improvement of our CAUM method over other baseline methods is significant at level p ≤ 0.001.

and entity transformer networks output 400- and407

100-dimensional representations, respectively. We408

train CAUM 3 epochs via Adam (Kingma and Ba,409

2015) with 5 × 10−5 learning rate. Besides, we410

apply dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) to allevi-411

ate overfitting. All hyper-parameters of CAUM412

and other baseline methods are selected based on413

the validation dataset by manual tuning.2 Follow-414

ing previous works (An et al., 2019; Wu et al.,415

2019a), we adopted AUC, MRR, nDCG@5, and416

nDCG@10 for evaluation.417

4.2 Performance Comparison418

We compare CAUM with several state-of-the-art419

baseline methods: (1) GRU (Okura et al., 2017):420

modeling user interests from user’s clicked news421

via a GRU network (Cho et al., 2014). (2)422

DKN (Wang et al., 2018): proposing a candidate-423

aware attention network to learn user represen-424

tations. (3) NAML (Wu et al., 2019a): building425

user representations via an attention network. (4)426

NPA (Wu et al., 2019b): proposing a personalized427

attention network to model user interests. (5) HiFi-428

Ark (Liu et al., 2019): learning user representa-429

tions from multiple archives of user interests via a430

candidate-aware attention network. (6) LSTUR (An431

et al., 2019): modeling short-term user interests432

from user’s recent clicked news via a GRU network433

and long-term user interests via user ID embed-434

dings. (7) NRMS (Wu et al., 2019e): employing435

a multi-head self-attention network to learn user436

representations. (8) KRED (Liu et al., 2020a): mod-437

eling news content from news title and entities via438

a knowledge graph attention network. (9) GNews-439

Rec (Hu et al., 2020a): modeling short-term user in-440

terests from clicked news sequence via a GRU net-441

2We uploaded our codes in the submission system and will
publicly release them on GitHub.

work and a candidate-aware attention network, and 442

long-term user interests from a user-news graph. 443

(10) FIM (Wang et al., 2020): utilizing a CNN net- 444

work (LeCun et al., 1998; Kim, 2014) to model user 445

interests in candidate news from text similarities 446

between clicked news and candidate news. 447

Each method is trained and evaluated 5 times. 448

We list average performance and standard devia- 449

tions in Table 2, from which we have several ob- 450

servations. First, we find that CAUM can signifi- 451

cantly outperform other baseline methods which 452

model user interests in a candidate-agnostic man- 453

ner, such as NRMS, LSTUR and KRED. This is 454

because users usually have multiple interests and a 455

candidate news usually only matches a specific user 456

interest. Modeling user interests in a candidate- 457

agnostic manner makes these methods cannot ef- 458

fectively capture user interests that are relevant to a 459

specific candidate news, and maybe sub-optimal for 460

the interest matching. Different from these meth- 461

ods, CAUM exploits candidate news information to 462

guide the modeling of user interests from clicked 463

news and their contexts, which can better match 464

user interests and candidate news. 465

Second, our CAUM method also outperforms 466

baseline methods with candidate-aware attention 467

network, such as DKN, HiFi-Ark GNewsRec. This 468

is because different contexts of user’s news clicks 469

usually contain various clues to infer different user 470

interests. Incorporating candidate news informa- 471

tion into the behavior contexts modeling can help 472

capture more relevant user interests for matching 473

the candidate news. However, in these methods, 474

user behavior contexts are ignored (e.g., DKN) or 475

modeled in a candidate-agnostic way (e.g., HiFi- 476

Ark), which are sub-optimal for modeling user in- 477

terests in the candidate news. Different from these 478

methods, in CAUM we propose a candidate-aware 479
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AUC MRR nDCG@5 nDCG@10
NAML 67.90±0.10 32.89±0.09 35.87±0.13 41.53±0.14
GRU 68.46±0.18 33.48±0.12 36.46±0.13 42.15±0.14

LSTUR 68.53±0.23 33.44±0.08 36.42±0.14 42.13±0.14
NRMS 68.46±0.20 33.42±0.07 36.45±0.10 42.13±0.13
DKN 68.07±0.16 33.47±0.09 36.50±0.12 42.16±0.10

HiFi-Ark 68.39±0.18 33.60±0.09 36.64±0.14 42.28±0.12
GNewsRec 68.37±0.19 33.31±0.06 36.27±0.08 41.96±0.11

CAUM 70.04±0.08 34.71±0.08 37.89±0.07 43.57±0.07

Table 3: Performance of user modeling methods.

self-attention network to use candidate news infor-480

mation as guidance to capture long-range contexts481

of user’s historical clicks. Besides, we also propose482

a candidate-aware CNN network to capture local483

contexts of clicks with candidate news information.484

4.3 Effectiveness of User Modeling485

To compare CAUM with other user modeling meth-486

ods more fairly, we evaluated their performance487

with the same news modeling method of CAUM488

introduced in section 3.3. Due to space limita-489

tion, we only show results on MIND in the follow-490

ing sections. As shown in Table 3, first we find491

that CAUM can significantly outperform baseline492

methods which model user interest in a candidate-493

agnostic manner. This further validates that model-494

ing candidate-agnostic user interests is not optimal495

for interest matching. CAUM which uses candidate496

news information to guide user modeling can better497

match candidate news. Second, we find that CAUM498

significantly outperforms baseline methods with499

candidate-aware attention network. This further500

validates that incorporating candidate news infor-501

mation into behavior contexts modeling is benefi-502

cial for matching user interests and candidate news.503

CAUM can effectively use candidate news informa-504

tion as guidance to capture contexts of user’s clicks505

via Candi-SelfAtt and Candi-CNN.506

4.4 Ablation Study507

We conduct an ablation study to verify the effective-508

ness of Candi-SelfAtt and Candi-CNN by adding509

them to the base model of CAUM (named Base).510

Base is a variation of CAUM that replaces Candi-511

SelfAtt, Candi-CNN and Candi-Att network with512

self-attention, CNN, and attention network individ-513

ually. Results are shown in Fig. 3 and we have514

several findings. First, adding Candi-SelfAtt signif-515

icantly improves the performance of Base. This is516

because different long-range behavior contexts usu-517

ally contain various clues to infer different global518

user interests. However, the self-attention network519

models global user interests from behavior contexts520

AUC nDCG@10
67.2

68.0

68.7

69.5

70.2

A
U

C

40.8

41.5

42.3

43.0

43.8

nD
C

G
@

10

Base
CAUM

Base+Candi-SelfAtt
Base+Candi-CNN

Figure 3: Ablation study of CAUM.

in a candidate-agnostic manner, which may be sub- 521

optimal for further matching candidate news. Dif- 522

ferently, Candi-SelfAtt can capture global user in- 523

terests that are informative for matching the candi- 524

date news from long-range contexts of news clicks. 525

Second, combing Candi-CNN with Base also has 526

much better performance. Similarly, this is because 527

modeling local behavior contexts with candidate 528

news information is beneficial for short-term inter- 529

est matching. CNN network is candidate-agnostics 530

and maybe sub-optimal for modeling user inter- 531

est in news. Differently, Candi-CNN can exploit 532

candidate news information to capture local behav- 533

ior contexts and model short-term user interest in 534

candidate news. Third, CAUM outperforms both 535

Base+CandiCNN and Base+Candi-SelfAtt. This is 536

because user interest is usually composed of short- 537

and long-term interest (An et al., 2019). Candi- 538

CNN can only capture short-term user interest and 539

Candi-SelfAtt mainly focus on capturing long-term 540

user interest. Thus, combining them in CAUM can 541

model user interest more accurately. 542

4.5 Analysis on Model Efficiency 543

We will present some efficiency analysis and com- 544

parisons on CAUM and other user modeling meth- 545

ods. First, in Table 4, we show time complexities 546

of CAUM and candidate-agnostic methods for cal- 547

culating matching scores of M candidate news for 548

a user.3 A notable result is that although CAUM 549

needs to calculate different user representations 550

for different candidate news, the time complexity 551

of CAUM is not M times that of other methods. 552

This is because, in CAUM, many operations only 553

need to be performed once for different candidate 554

news such as calculating self-attention scores r̂ki,j 555

between different clicked news. Thus, by avoiding 556

3These methods can directly exploit news representations
calculated in advance.
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Figure 4: Efficiency comparisons of different methods.

NAML O(Md+Nd2) GRU O(Md+Nd2)

LSTUR O(Md+Nd2) NRMS O(3Nd2 +N2d+Md)

CAUM O((3N +M)d2 + (N2 +MN)d)

Table 4: Method time complexity (multiplication op-
eration) of calculating matching scores of M candidate
news. News and user representation are d-dimensional.

executing duplicated calculations, the efficiency557

of CAUM can be significantly improved. Besides,558

in general, the number of candidate news M is559

usually in a small scale (e.g., 100) in real-world560

recommender systems and it is comparable with561

the number of users’ clicked news N used for in-562

terest modeling (e.g., 50)4. Thus, in practical set-563

tings, CAUM can achieve comparable time com-564

plexity with NRMS. In addition, although GRU and565

LSTUR have smaller time complexity than NRMS566

and CAUM, it is difficult to speed up these RNN567

based methods via parallel computations and they568

usually cost more time in real applications.569

Second, as shown in Fig. 4, we compare run-570

ning time T of different methods for calculat-571

ing matching scores of M candidate news for572

100,000 users. Different methods are executed in573

the same experimental environment (a Nvidia 1080574

Ti GPU). We find that CAUM can achieve compa-575

rable speeds with many candidate-agnostic meth-576

ods (e.g., NAML and NRMS) and outperform some577

candidate-agnostic methods (e.g., LSTUR). These578

results further verify that the efficiency of CAUM579

is satisfied like candidate-agnostic methods.580

4.6 Case Study581

As shown in Fig. 5, we conduct a case study to582

show the superiority of CAUM over candidate-583

agnostic methods. We compare the top 3 news584

recommended by CAUM and the most effective585

candidate-agnostic method in Table 3, i.e, LSTUR586

to a randomly sampled user in the same news im-587

4In real applications candidate news are a small number of
news recalled from a large-scale news database.

Reading history of a randomly sampled user

1 sports Tagovailoa, No. 1 Tide roll past No. 24 Texas A&M.

2 sports With season halfway over, let's look at playoff picture.

3 lifestyle Can you spot the camouflaged leopard in this picture?

4 politics Trump was serious about chat to read Ukraine call.

5 sports College football Week 11: Picks and preview.

Top 3 news recommended by LSTUR

1 sports Colin Kaepernick is about to get what he deserves.

2 sports Bold predictions for Week 12 in college football.

3 sports 7 possible landing spots for Anthony Rendon.

Top 3 news recommended by CAUM

1 sports Bold predictions for Week 12 in college football.

2 politics 4 takeaways from Marie Yovanovitch's testimony.

3 lifestyle Cows swept away by Hurricane Dorian found alive.

Figure 5: Case study. The clicked news in the randomly
selected news impression is in purple and italic.

pression. Fig. 5 shows that the user has multiple 588

interests in different fields, such as sports, politics, 589

and lifestyle. However, top news ranked by LSTUR 590

are dominated by news on sports but the user did 591

not click any of them. This is because LSTUR mod- 592

els user interests in a candidate-agnostic way and 593

is hard to accurately match candidate news with 594

a specific user interest. In addition, news recom- 595

mended by CAUM can comprehensively cover user 596

interests and the user clicked one of them. This 597

is because CAUM can exploit candidate news in- 598

formation to guide the modeling of user interests, 599

which is beneficial for accurate interest matching. 600

5 Conclusion 601

In this paper, we propose a candidate-aware user 602

modeling framework for personalized news rec- 603

ommendation, which can incorporate candidate in- 604

formation into user modeling for more accurate 605

interest matching. More specifically, we propose a 606

candidate-aware self-attention network to exploit 607

candidate news information as guidance to model 608

global user interests in candidate news. Besides, we 609

also propose a candidate-aware CNN network to 610

incorporate candidate news information into local 611

click behavior contexts modeling to match short- 612

term user interests with the candidate news. In 613

addition, we apply a candidate-aware attention net- 614

work to build a unified user interest representation 615

for matching candidate news by selecting impor- 616

tant clicked news based on their relevance with 617

candidate news. Extensive experiments on two real- 618

world datasets validate the effectiveness of CAUM 619

and demonstrate that our method can significantly 620

outperform many baseline methods and improve 621

the accuracy of user modeling. 622
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